I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, deep neural network has become the stateof-the-art technique in many fields like computer vision [1] to natural language processing [2] and speech recognition [3] . CNNs are getting a great success especially in many visual tasks, including image classification [4] , object detection [5] , image style transfer [6] , super resolution [7] , etc. Though these CNNs are powerful, they often consume substantial storage and computational resources. Commonly, the training step of CNNs can be carried out offline on high performance CPU/GPU clusters, nonetheless, in order to apply the inference stage on embedded systems, we prefer local computation rather than cloud-based solutions owing to the privacy, latency and power consumption [8] . Therefore, reducing the parameters in CNNs in order to avoid huge storage and computation complexity has become critical.
Optimal Brain Damage [9] (OBD) and Optimal Brain Surgeon [10] (OBS) use second-derivative information, or the Hessian Matrix, to make a trade-off between network complexity and training set error. However, as the network structure getting bigger and more complex, it is impossible to calculate the second derivative of every parameter in Hessian Matrix. Additionally, OBD and OBS are really time consuming because they reduce only one parameter at a time. Recently, [11] initiate an idea of grouping similar neurons together and removing by groups. Furthermore, they give a formal proof to show the similar mathematical structure behind theirs and OBD and OBS.
Network pruning based on the weight magnitude also turns out to be successful recently. [12] , [13] use this straightforward approach to remove insignificant connections between neurons. In addition, they combine pruning with quantization and Huffman encoding to form a three-step pipeline system which can dramatically reduce the storage size by 35× to 49× with almost no accuracy loss.
[14] explores a linear approximation which used 8-bit integer to represent the weights and intermediate results of CNN. [15] shows that the redundancies in CNN convolutional layers can be exploited by approximating the filter bank as combinations of a rank-1 filter bias. [14] benefits the size of storage and [15] requires less operations to compute, both resulting great speedup and less than 1% drop in classification accuracy.
Vector Quantization is also been used in compression, [16] exploits multiple methods like scalar and product quantization with K-Means clustering for the weights data. However, there hasn't been a theoretical analysis to show which approach is suitable without experiment. Another, an unified Quantized Convolutional Neural Network (Q-CNN) framework is proposed in [17] . They quantize not only the parameters in both convolutional layers and fully-connected layers, but minimizing the estimation error of each layer's response. The result achieves better speedup and compression than before.
In this paper, we go onto the thought of kernel redundancy removal in [8] . The deep CNN models usually use overparameterized convolution kernels to extract features. Therefore, they define the sparsity of every kernels, and use two thresholds to determine whether this kernel be removed or not. However, we think that it is more reasonable to use different threshold at different layers, so we propose two methodical ways to regulate the number of kernels to reduce the computational complexity. The experiment model is a network for super resolution (SR) in [7] , and the performance benchmark is the PSNR drop by the original SR network. First, we sort the kernels by its sparsity, and modify the removal percentage of every layer to keep a specified computational budget. After the process, we fine-tune the model and get minimal PSNR drop. Second, we explore a novel method by utilizing a trained regression model to minimize computation needed under given PSNR drop. Specifically, our contributions are 1) applying the kernel redundancy removal method on super resolution (SR) network, 2) adjusting the reduce factor of each layer by kernel sparsity, optimizing the PSNR drop under some computation budget and 3) generating an appropriate reduce factor to optimize the network with our trained regression model under given PSNR drop. Fig. 1 . Illustration of pruning redundant kernels at l th layer with sorted list of their sparsity. If N =10 and r l =0.3 for example, we will remove r l N =3 kernels from the max sparsity value (0.95, 0.90, 0.85), and the l th output will left (1 − r l )N =7 channels.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
Computing a CNN forward layer is convolving a 3-D tensor (input, X ∈ R C×Y ×X ) with 4-D tensors (kernels, W ∈ R N ×C×H×W ) to extract different features; and then, generating a 3-D tensor (output, Y ∈ R N ×Y ×X ), where C, Y, X are channel, height and width of input tensor, C, W, H are channel, height and width of one convolution kernel and N is number of convolution kernels. Y , X are slightly different from Y, X owing to the boundary of convolution. The output tensor is also the input tensor of the next layer. In this paper, we focus on the 4-D convolutional kernels and propose two methods to prune the redundant kernels layer by layer.
A. Definition of Redundancy
The criterion of redundancy is defined layer-by-layer according to the weights in a layer. For a specified layer l, We use M l to represent the mean value of the all absoluted kernel weights at that layer:
,where the n, c, h, w are the indices of the 4-D tensor and l indicates where the kernel weight k belongs to. Then the sparsity of the n-th kernel S l (n) at layer l can be written as:
In other words, if a kernel has several coefficients which are less than the mean value at that layer, S l (n) is close to 1, which means this kernel is more redundant than others. Below are the two methods we propose, Layer-Wise Polishment (LWP) and Gradient Optimization (GO), utilizing the sparsity value to prune the redundancy.
B. Flow for Layer-Wise Polishment (LWP)
After calculating the sparsity of all convolution kernels with (2), we sort sparsity values of the same layer l to form the sparsity list [S l (1), S l (2), . . . , S l (N )] in descending order. Given the sorted kernels from the sparsity lists, the number be removed from the maximun sparsity value of every layers are based on a reduce factor r ∈ [0, 1) L . The element r i means the proportion be removed at the i-th layer, and L is the total number of convolution layers. We use the l th layer for example, as illustrated in Figure 1 , if N =10, r l =0.3 and given the sorted kernels, we will prune r l N =3 redundant kernels at the l th layer, and use the remaining kernels to convolve the l th input feature map. After pruning the all redundancy, we will fine-tune the CNN models to reinforce all kernels left; hence, we can still retain a great performance.
Different from Chen's work [8] , LWP can determine the reduce factor r under an expected computation budget based on the calculation of parameters remained. This procedure is splited into two step. To begin with, we uniformly increase the elements in r and use it to prune the kernels, for example from r = 0.1 to r = 0.6, then count the remaining parameters. After fine-tune every models with differnet r, we choose one r = r fix with great performance under our computation budget. Then go forward to step two, which is a key process that can further improve the performance.
To calculate the parameters remained of all the kernel weights, we can use the formula as (3). The vector r = 1 − r means the proportion of kernels remained at every layers.
which is the product of the four dimensions in the 4-D kernel tensor at the i th layer. [1, (r 1:(L−1) ) T ] ∈ R 1×L is a vector concatenate 1 and the slice of (L − 1) elements in r .
weights remained(r ) = [1, (r 1:(L−1) ) T ]Dr
Back to step two, we split the CNN model into three segments, front, middle and end part, then separately adjust the reduce factor r fix of each part. We synchonously alter the intrapart reduce factor but use different inter-part r to maintain the computation budget almost as same as before. We explore the idea that uniformly deciding the reduce factor at every layer is not the best way to prune the model; therefore, we can find out the characteristic of a model through experiment and know which segment is more redundant than others. In this paper, we reveal that we can increse the reduce factor in the front part, and decrease those in both middle and end parts. The equation can be showed as (4), where r front = r fix,front + δ front , r middle = r fix,middle − δ middle and r end = r fix,end − δ end . δ is the change vector of the original r fix that can be determined by ourselves, and END is the number of layers at the end part. 
Again, fine-tune the model with our adjusted reduce factor, and the performance will improve compared to that with uniform r fix . The objective of LWP is trying to keep an expected number of parameters, or we call it computation budget, then regulate the reduce factor to make the performance improve against the previous one.
C. Flow for Gradient Optimization (GO)
From another aspect, we propose a novel method GO that can generate an appropriate r under given performance criterion. The core idea is that we use a learnable regression model which input vector is r, and output number is the performance criterion. In our experiment, we use PSNR drop as the output number. We generate some training data with randomly assigned r and collect the output performance with fine-tuned CNN model as labels. Then, we construct a simple regression model with neural netwok as Figure 2 , we call it R(r), which adopt these training data. After training, we fix the weights inside the model, and use this trained model to start the iteration loops by giving r an initial point r 0 .
The iterations operate with a goal that we try to minimize the difference between R(r) and P , which P is an expected performance we can claim. After calculating the gradients, they will be backpropagated to the input r, and r will be updated by gradient descent as (5) for every iterations, where α is the learning rate, i is the i-th iteration and D(R(r), P ) is the difference between R(r) and P . Figure 2 illustrate the steps between every iterations. Finally, after some iterations, we can minimize the distance between P and R(r) within an acceptable margin and obtain the appropriate reduce factor r optimized for the CNN models automatically.
III. EXPERIMENT RESULT
We take the residual CNN model in Very Deep Super Resolution [7] (VDSR) as our experiment. This model is constructed only with convolutional layers; therefore, the model size and the computation time won't be influenced by the fullyconnected layers. Figure 3 is the VDSR model in their work. The input image is an interpolated low-resolution picture with one channel (Y channel) and the output is the high-resolution
3. one. The structure is a 20-layer residual CNN model, and there are 64 kernels for each first 19 layers, one kernel at the last layer to generate the residual part and added by low resolution one.
A. Experiment of Layer-Wise Polishment (LWP)
According to the procedure of method A, we choose seven different r for experiment as TABLE I. After pruning, we fine-tune the VDSR model with only three epochs which is much lower than the training step of original VDSR network, about 80 epochs. Our testing set are Set5×2 and Set14×2 of SR, and the performance we choose is the PSNR drop of the original VDSR network. Parameters remained are calculated by equation (3) and the experiment results can be seen on the TABLE I. Seeing this result, we choose r fix = 0.25 to be modified later because almost 50% parameters were removed but the performance is still reasonable, which only drop 0.24 PSNR.
We then split the 20-layers CNN model into three segments, 6, 7 and 7 layers for each part, and make an experiment for increasing and decreasing the reduce factor for each part and try to find out the characteristic of an deep CNN model. As TABLE II suggest, under the almost same parameters remained, we can improve the performance, which Set5×2 PSNR drop decrease from 0.24 to 0.20, when pruning more kernels at front part (r front = 0.44) and retaining more at the middle and end part. Therefore, we can claim that the redundant part of a deep SR network is at the begining. 
B. Experiment of Gradient Optimization (GO)
Come to method B and follow the procedure flow, we first need to collect enough training data pairs (r,P ), where P here we used is the PSNR drop testing on Set14×2 with randomly assigned r. Then we construct a linear regression model R(r) whose input vector is r and output is the number P . The training criterion is the mean-square-error (MSE) loss and our optimizer is Adam Optimizer [18] . After some iterations, we can get the well-trained R(r) with great performance. The trained regression model will be used to optimize input vector r, and the object is that with this R(r), we can automatically decide the appropriate reduce factor r to prune our CNN model under the expected performance. We use P = 0.25 for experiment as TABLE III and the modified r will be used to prune our model and tested by Set5×2 and Set14×2. We first give r an initial point r 0 and use the absolute difference |P − R(r)| as loss D(R(r), P ). Between every iteration, we calculate the gradient of loss and backpropagate it to optimize input r with Gradient Descent (learning rate α = 0.01). After minimizing D within a margin, we stop the iteration and get the optimized r, and then start to adjust it under the architecture limitation, which means altering the elements in r to be the multiple of four. The result of the modified reduce factor and the performance after fine-tune the CNN model are also shown on TABLE III, we can clearly see that the final PSNR drop results (0.24 / 0.25) are succesfully close to the goal we have claimed.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discuss about removing the redundant kernels of a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to make it more capable on embedded systems. We propose two kernel redundancy removing policies, LWP and GO. The first achieves about 50% size shrink but only causes less than 1% performance drop. The other can make us automatically obtain a removing policy under our performance goal. Compared to the previous works about kernel removing, our work is more flexible than using fixed threshold to define the sparsity for that it can be applied to more complex network model. In the future, we expect to profile more works and use it in even more architecture such as ASIC or FPGA platforms.
